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Email exchange between Lindsey German and Martin Smith on
February 10, 2010
Dear Lindsey,
On behalf of the CC, we are repeating our request that you don't speak at the
disputed StW meeting in Newcastle tonight [Wednesday 10th February]. We
expect you, like all SWP members, to respect our decisions.
We also think that it is imperative that you meet with members of the CC at the
earliest possible opportunity. Could you please give us some dates when you are
free.
Martin Smith (SWP National Secretary)
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Dear Martin,
I asked Judith whether I would be subject to disciplinary action if I went to
Newcastle. Your reply is ambiguous on this question. Could you please clarify.
The STW meeting is not disputed, as you put it. It was agreed at two Tyneside
STW steering committees, despite our comrades raising why I was going to the
meeting. I therefore think your request is misplaced.
Lindsey
……………………………………………………………………………………………...
Dear Lindsey,
We have already made our decision very clear to you. If you ignore our request
we reserve the right to respond as we see fit.
Martin
……………………………………………………………………………………………...
Dear Martin,
It is clear from your reply that your request is in fact an instruction not to speak in
Newcastle tonight at the Stop the War meeting.
I regard such a course of action as damaging both to the party and STW. The
meeting is properly constituted as evidenced by two sets of minutes of steering
committee. There is no good reason for me to withdraw and none that I could
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possibly justify to STW members locally or nationally.
I have always tried to prevent internal disputes from damaging the movement. I
feel that you have brought these disputes into STW and that is unacceptable.
It is therefore with the greatest regret that I am resigning from the SWP. This is a
very hard decision for me. I joined more than 37 years ago and have always
been committed to building it, which in my view meant relating to the wider
movement.
I was on the CC for 30 years, edited the Review for 20 and played a major role in
the movement and party building. My respect and affection for many party
members remains, and my commitment to socialism as ever. I hope to continue
working with them in the wider movement.
Lindsey German
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Lindsey,
I acknowledge receipt of your resignation and have amended our records
accordingly.
Please note it is your responsibility to inform your bank to close your Direct
Debit/Standing Order.
Martin Smith (SWP National Secretary)
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